
 
 

                         

Thinking of You 
1. Score Base @ 4 ¼”, fold and burnish. 

2. With one of your White pieces, stamp flowers from Paper Pumpkin kit along bottom multiple times using 

Memento. 

3. Using the Blending Brush and Pacific Point ink, go over front being heavier with the ink at the top. 

4. With Vintage Bottle Punch, punch out the bottle shape towards bottom. Inert Shaker Dome from backside, but 

first remover the sticky strip on the front of the Dome. 

5. Once Dome is stuck in, take one of the flowers from the kit, and cut off the stem and using Liquid Glue stick it in 

the top of the bottle. Fill up bottle from the back with the Effervescent Elements then cut a piece of Window 

Sheet to lay over back and keep beads in place, adhere. 

6. Turn card onto the front again, and add the top of the flower bundle so it lines up with the part you put inside the 

bottle. 

7. Stamp sentiment onto Basic White Strip using Pacific Point ink, trim edges. Place adhesive on back and loop 

some Linen Thread then place Dimensionals on back over the Thread, place on front of card. 

8. Stamp one flower with Memento Black on other Basic White, place on inside of card. 

9. With Black Marker draw in some birds.  On my video I have added the picnic blanket so check it out!  

https://youtu.be/MaYu2b9vBHw  

 

Supplies 

Stamps: Paper Pumpkin Pick of the Crop 

Inks: Memento Tuxedo Black, Pacific Point 

Marker: Basic Black Stampin’ Write Marker 

Paper: Night of Navy 5 ½” x 8 ½” 

Basic White 4” x 5 ¼” (x2), scrap for 

sentiment 

Window Sheet to fit over back of bottle 

Embellishments: Effervescent Elements, 

Linen Thread 

Tools: Vintage Bottle Shaker Domes, 

Vintage Bottle Punch, Blending Brush 

 

https://youtu.be/MaYu2b9vBHw

